
Notes Contact
State Street launched a new perf. Mgmt process in 2018 -- "less 
paperwork more conversation"

Kim Dullea, 
kdullea@statestreet.com

Challenge: Using action plans and keeping them current. Keeping 
managers/employees accountable, turning action planning into 
real results, and also communicating what actions have been 
taken on a larger level as a result of feedback. 

Craig Forman, Sr. People Scientist @ Culture Amp. Talk to me 
about performance & feedback

What's the best approach to get managers to do performance 
feedback better?

Resource for management + leadership dev-- GISC (Gestault 
International Study Center) jmshipman@gmail.com

Challenge: Long tenured influencers who are change averse-- how 
to both bring them along and/or push ahead with success

^ 1 x 1 connections. Relationship ^ = ^ Security = open reception 
of feedback Carolyn Regan

Problem: A clear yet non-perspective PM process that incorporates 
the "what" (outcomes) & the "how" (skills, competencies, etc.)

Continuous leader-led development on topic of their choice 
aligned to business outcomes

Just rolling out new feedback tool-- PACE, perform, align, connect, 
excel. Revamped our P.A. process to qtrly.

We've made check-ins quarterly with more support via trainings + 
FAQs/guides for both managers + employees to facilitate. 

Take fear out of the equation as well as financial worry. Feedback 
+ performance is about development + shouldn't be punitive

Committing to one on ones with the ee's. Mgr + ee
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Technology can be an enhancer: - Hyphen, Starred, Impraise, 
Qlicket

Help managers connect the dots between engagement and the 
performance management process. We created video resources to 
support managers in having more effective 1:1 conversation

Vicky Schubert, Harvard 
University

Implemented Bamboo HR qtly "touchpoints" to develop habit of 
frequent connection

www.uncommonconsultin
g.com

Ongoing conversations between mgr + ee instead of mid-year + 
final review. Builds trust and focuses on topic that is important at 
the moment

Monthly manager newsletter w/ downloadable staff mtg agenda 
w key info re: org overall so that teams heard org progress 
regularly

Connect ee's personally to strategy & performance by exploring/ 
leveraging motivation factors

www.uncommonconsultin
g.com

Launch an "upwards insight" survey for people leaders… 
anonymous way to pulse teams of 3+ employees on how the 
manager is supporting cultural tenants/values, etc.  --> Feedback 
only available to leader-- purely personally developmental in 
nature --> Leader leads dialogue following results


